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Radius of starlikeness of order α
Radius of convexity of order α
a b s t r a c t
Let S∗(qc), c ∈ (0, 1], denote the class of analytic functions f in the unit discU normalized
by f (0) = f ′(0)− 1 = 0 and satisfying the conditionzf ′(z)/f (z)2 − 1 |< c, z ∈ U.
The relations between S∗(qc) and other classes geometrically defined are considered. The
radii of convexity (starlikeness) of order α are calculated. The same problem in the class of
strongly starlike functions of order β is also considered.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
LetH denote the class of analytic functions in the unit discU on the complex plane C. Let A denote the subclass ofH
consisting of functions normalized by f (0) = 0, f ′(0) = 1. Robertson introduced in [1] the classes S∗(α),K(α) of starlike
and convex functions of order α ≤ 1, which are defined by
S∗(α) :=






> α, z ∈ U

, K(α) := f ∈ A : zf ′(z) ∈ S∗(α) . (1)
If α ∈ [0; 1), then a function in either of these sets is univalent, if α < 0 it may fail to be univalent. In particular
S∗(0) = S∗ is the class of starlike functions, whileK(0) = K is the class of convex functions. One can alter the conditions
(1) to define a new geometric property of functions. In this way many interesting classes of analytic functions have been
defined (see for instance [2]). Let c ∈ (0, 1] be given and let us consider the class S∗(qc):
S∗(qc) =








 < c, z ∈ U

. (2)
Some results about this class were given in [3]. The class S∗(q1) = SL∗ was considered in [4]. We say that an analytic
function f is subordinate to an analytic function g , and write f (z) ≺ g(z), if and only if there exists a function ω, analytic in
U such that ω(0) = 0, |ω(z)| < 1 for |z| < 1 and f (z) = g(ω(z)). In particular, if g is univalent inU, then we have the
following equivalence
f (z) ≺ g(z)⇐⇒ f (0) = g(0) and f (|z| < 1) ⊂ g(|z| < 1). (3)
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It is easy to see that f ∈ S∗(qc), c ∈ (0, 1] if and only if it satisfies the differential subordination
zf ′(z)/f (z) ≺ qc(z) =
√
1+ cz z ∈ U, (4)
where the branch of the square root is chosen in order to
√
1 = 1, and c ∈ (0, 1]. Let us denote by Oc a set of all points on
the right half-plane such that the product of the distances from each point to the focuses−1 and 1 is less then c:
Oc := {w ∈ C : Rew > 0, |w2 − 1| < c},
therefore its boundary ∂Oc is the right loop of the Cassinian Ovals
(x2 + y2)2 − 2(x2 − y2) = c2 − 1 (5)
which becomes the right half of the Lemniscate of Bernoulli when c = 1. In the polar coordinates the Eq. (5) becomes
r4 − 2r2 cos 2θ = c2 − 1. (6)
2. Main results
Theorem 1. Let c ∈ (0, 1]. Then we have
(i)





w − √1+c+√1−c2  < √1+c−√1−c2  ,
(iii) Oc ⊂

w : √1− c < Rew < √1+ c, Oc ⊂ w : |Imw| < c2 ,
(iv) Oc ⊂






Proof. It is easy to see that if |w− 1| < √1+ c − 1, then |w+ 1| < √1+ c + 1. Multiplying these inequalities we obtain
|w2 − 1| < c sow ∈ Oc and (i) is proved. For the proof of (ii) let us suppose thatw ∈ Oc ,w = x+ iy, x > 0. Then by (5) we
have
(x2 + y2)2 − 2(x2 − y2) < c2 − 1, x > 0 (7)
and so






< c2 − 1, x > 0. (8)
After some calculation we can obtain the following equivalent form of the inequality (8)








1− c +√1+ c)
2
, x > 0,
thus
x2 + y2 +

1− c2 < x(√1− c +√1+ c), x > 0. (9)
Combining with (9) we conclude that
x− (√1+ c +√1− c)/2
2 + y2 < (√1+ c −√1− c)/22 .
This proves (ii). The conditions (iii) become clear by looking at Fig. 1. For the proof of (iv) let us consider the equation of the
boundary ∂Oc in the polar coordinates (6). Then we have
cos 2θ = (r4 + 1− c2)/2r2 =: S(r), (10)
and Smin(
4√1− c2) = √1− c2. Thus from (10) we obtain (iv) which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let SS∗(β) denote the class of strongly starlike functions of order β
SS∗(β) :=

f ∈ A :
Arg zf ′(z)f (z)
 < βπ2 , z ∈ U

, 0 < β ≤ 1 (11)
which was introduced in [5,6]. The class S∗[A, B]
S∗[A, B] :=





1+ Bz , z ∈ U

(12)
was investigated in [7] for−1 ≤ B < A ≤ 1. The next corollary expresses Theorem 1 in terms of the above classes.
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Fig. 1. The image of the unit circle under qc .
Corollary 1. The class S∗(qc) satisfies the following relationships
(i) S∗[A1, B1] ⊂ S∗(qc), where A1 =
√
1+ c − 1, B1 = 0,
(ii) S∗(qc) ⊂ S∗[A2, B2] ⊂ S∗, where A2 = (1−
√
1+ c)(√1− c2 − c −√1+ c)/c, B2 = (
√
1− c − 1)(1−√1+ c)/c,
(iii) S∗(qc) ⊂ S∗(α), 0 ≤ α ≤ α0 =
√
1− c,
(iv) S∗(qc) ⊂ SS∗(β) ⊂ S∗, for all β such that 1π arccos
√
1− c2 = β0 ≤ β ≤ 1.
The number α0 in (iii) cannot be replaced by a greater one. The number β0 in (iv) cannot be replaced by a smaller one.
Theorem 2. A function f ∈ S∗(qc) if and only if there exists an analytic function q, q(z) ≺ qc(z) =
√
1+ cz, qc(0) = 1, such
that






Proof. Let f ∈ S∗(qc) and let zf ′(z)/f (z) := q(z) ≺ qc(z). Then by integrating this equation we obtain (13). If f is
given by (13) with an analytic q such that q ≺ qc(z) =
√
1+ cz, then by logarithmic differentiation of (13) we obtain
zf ′(z)/f (z) = q(z), therefore zf ′(z)/f (z) ≺ qc(z) =
√
1+ cz and f ∈ S∗(qc). 
Corollary 2. The functions below are in the class S∗(qc):

















1+ cz − 1)
1+√1+ cz
2











z5 + · · · . (15)
Proof. If we denote pc(z) = 1+ (
√
1+ c − 1)z, then by Theorem 1(i) we have
pc(U) =

w : |w − 1| < √1+ c − 1

⊂ Oc,
therefore by (3) we obtain pc(z) ≺ qc(z) inU. Using pc in (13) we get (14). If we take qc(z) =
√
1+ cz, then from (13) we
can obtain (15). 





















z4 + · · · (16)
is convex univalent inU.
Proof. Let us consider Hc(z) = 2[fc(z)/z − 1]/c = z + c8 z2 + · · · .
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Wewant to show that (17) has positive real part in the unit disc. It is sufficient to show this on the unit circle. Let us consider






where |ε| = |x+ iy| = x2 + y2 = 1, ε ≠ −1. It easy to see that (18) has positive real part becauseRe√1+ ε > 0. Then
we have
Re












x+ iy+ 1+ x− iy
4[(1+ x)2 + y2]
]








h(ε) >  98 becauseRe h(ε) > 0 and ifRe[u+ iv]2 = u2 − v2 > 98 , then u2 > 98 . Finally we obtain that
Re












= 0.56 . . . > 0 (z ∈ U), (19)
so Hc ∈ K([3
√
2− 2]/4) ⊂ K and then fc(z)/z is convex univalent. 
For f (z) = a0 + a1z + a2z2 + · · · and g(z) = b0 + b1z + b2z2 + · · · the Hadamard product (or convolution) is defined
by (f ∗ g)(z) = a0b0 + a1b1z + a2b2z2 + · · ·. The problems on subordination and convolution were studied by Rusheweyh
in [8] and have found many applications in various fields. One of them is the following theorem due to Rusheweyh and
Stankiewicz (see [9]) which will be useful in this paper.
Theorem A. Let F ,G ∈ H be any convex univalent functions inU. If f ≺ F and g ≺ G, then
f ∗ g ≺ F ∗ G inU.
We observe that in Theorem A nothing is assumed about the normalizations of F and G.





(z ∈ U), (20)
where fc is given through (15).
Proof. If a function f belongs to the class S∗(qc), then by (4) we have
zf ′(z)
f (z)
:= q(z) ≺ qc =
√
1+ cz (z ∈ U).
This gives
q(z)− 1 ≺ qc(z)− 1 (z ∈ U). (21)
Furthermore, it is well known that the function







belongs to the classK of convex univalent and normalized functions and for f ∈ Awe have









By using Theorem A and through (21) we can obtain
(q(z)− 1) ∗h(z) ≺ (qc(z)− 1) ∗h(z) (z ∈ U)
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(z ∈ U). 





















Proof. If a function G is univalent inU, then the subordination principle says that F ≺ G implies F(|z| < r) ⊂ G(|z| < r)
for 0 < r ≤ 1. By Theorem 3 the function fc(z)/z is convex univalent inU, moreover it is real for real z, thus it maps the disc
|z| < r ≤ 1 onto a convex set symmetric with respect to the real axis laying between fc(−r)/ − r and fc(r)/r . Therefore,
making use of the subordination principle for subordination (20), we can obtain the inequalities (23). 
Making use of the definitions (1) we say that a function f ∈ A is said to be convex of order α in |z| < r whenever
Re

1+ zf ′′(z)/f ′(z) > α for |z| < r , while is said to be starlike of order α in |z| < r whenever Re zf ′(z)/f (z) > α for
|z| < r . In the same way, making use of the definition (11) f is said to be strongly starlike of order β in |z| < r wheneverArg zf ′(z)/f (z) < βπ/2 for |z| < r .
Theorem 5. If f ∈ S∗(qc), then
(1) f is convex of order α in |z| < r(c, α), where r(c, α) denotes the smallest positive root of the equation
√
1− cr = α + r(1+ cr)
2(1− r2) , α ∈ (0, 1), (24)
(2) f ∈ S∗(α) whenever 0 ≤ α ≤ √1− c, while it is starlike of order α in |z| < 1−α2c whenever
√
1− c < α < 1,
(3) f is strongly starlike of order β in |z| < sinβπc , β ∈ (0, 1].
The inequalities (2) and (3) are sharp, while (1) is sharp for c = 1.
Proof. Let f ∈ S∗(qc). Then through (4) zf ′(z)f (z) ≺
√
1+ cz so zf ′(z)f (z) =
√
1+ cω(z), where ω satisfies ω(0) = 0, |cω(z)| < 1
for |z| < 1. By the Schwarz Lemma ω satisfies |ω(reiϕ)| < r . The proof falls naturally into three parts.
Part 1. Let us recall that (see [2], Vol. 2, p. 77)
|ω′(z)| ≤ 1− |ω(z)|
2
1− |z|2 . (25)
If ω is a Schwarz function then cω is too. Thus from (25) we have
|cω′(z)| ≤ 1− |cω(z)|
2


































1− c|z| − |z|(1+ c|z|)
2(1− |z|2) =
√
1− cr − r(1+ cr)
2(1− r2) .
The function R(x) = √1− cx− x(1+cx)
2(1−x2) is decreasing in [0, 1) and R(0) = 1. The equation R(r) = α is equivalent to (24) and
for given c and α it has the smallest positive root r(c, α) in [0, 1). Therefore f is convex of order α in |z| < r ≤ r(c, α). For
the proof of sharpness when c = 1 see [4]. In this paper one can find that for c = 1 and α = 0 the solution of (24) is













= 0.567959 . . . .
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Part 2. For the case 0 ≤ α ≤ √1− c see Corollary 1(iii). If√1− c < α < 1 and if f ∈ S∗(qc), then by the Schwarz Lemma
ω satisfies |ω(z)| < |z| so for |z| < (1− α2)/c we have
Re

1+ cω(z) > 1− c|z| > 1− (1− α2) = α.







Part 3. If f ∈ S∗(qc), then it is strongly starlike of order β in |z| < r wheneverArg1+ cω(reiϕ) < βπ/2 (0 ≤ ϕ < 2π)
or equivalentlyArg(1+ cω(reiϕ)) < βπ (0 ≤ ϕ < 2π). (27)
A simple geometric observation gives that c|ω(reiϕ)| < sinβπ is sufficient for (27) and so |z| < 1c sinβπ is sufficient too.
For fc given in (15) and z0 = 1c sinβπ [cos(βπ + π/2)+ i sin(βπ + π/2)] we have |cz0| = sinβπ , thereforeArg zf ′c (z)fc(z)
 = Arg√1+ cz
z=z0
=
Arg1+ cos2 βπ − 1+ i sinβπ cosβπ = βπ2 . 
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